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	Network Tutorial, 9781578203024 (1578203023), CMP Books, 2003
This text is written for those trying to get up to speed or stay current with the complex challenges of designing, constructing, maintaining, upgrading, and managing the network infrastructure.

Network Tutorial delivers insight and understanding about network technology to managers and executives trying to get up to speed or stay current with the complex challenges of designing, constructing, maintaining, upgrading, and managing the network infrastructure. The focus is on practical knowledge aimed at continually improving the effectiveness and efficiency of core business functions. Enterprise networks, and the public networks that link them together, are an organization’s primary strategic and competitive assets in the information economy. Consequently, a practical understanding of network technology is essential to managing a successful business or organization.

Starting with the basic precepts of networks, the book explores protocols, hardware and software components, and the unique jargon of networking. Concepts are explained clearly and simply, without assuming an extensive understanding of network internals. The glossary provides a quick reference for unfamiliar terms.

The fifty edition features extensive new coverage of network security topics, plus new and expanded tutorials on wireless networks, optical networking, virtual private networks, and many other topics.

 About the Author 

Steve Steinke is Editor-in-Chief of Network Magazine. He has written extensively on network and systems management, collaborative software, server and client operating systems, and how networks affect businesses and other organizations—by making them more (and less) efficient, by failing, by exposing them to risks, by speeding them up, and by connecting them more closely to the rest of the world.
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Apple Pro Training Series: OS X Lion Support Essentials: Supporting and Troubleshooting OS X LionPeachpit Press, 2011


	This book is based on the same criteria that are used for Apple’s official

	training course, Lion 101: OS X Support Essentials 10.7, an in-depth

	exploration of troubleshooting on OS X Lion. It serves as a self-paced

	tour of the breadth of functionality of Lion and the best methods for

	effectively supporting users of Lion...

		

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services 2005McGraw-Hill, 2005
Generate and distribute comprehensive, integrated reports
 Transform disparate corporate data into business intelligence with help from this hands-on guide.  Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services explains how to create, manage, and deliver traditional and interactive reports with this powerful server-based...


		

Contemporary Leadership Theories: Enhancing the Understanding of the Complexity, Subjectivity and Dynamic of LeadershipPhysica-Verlag, 2009
This book provides a comprehensive overview of basic theoretical approaches of today’s leadership research. These approaches conceive leadership as an interactive and complex process. They stress the significance of the individual perception for developing and forming leadership relations. Leadership is understood as...





	

Windows Server 2003: Best Practices for Enterprise Deployments (Tips & Technique)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Your one-stop Windows Server 2003 resource

Discover the fastest way to migrate to Windows Server 2003 and begin to profit from its enterprise-ready features. Learn how to use the parallel network for migration. Design an Enterprise Network Architecture and follow feature-by-feature implementations. Make the most of Active Directory as an...


		

Yahoo! HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Yahoo! took the world by storm in the 1990s as a one-of-a-kind, searchable list of interesting web sites. But ten years later, it has expanded into a department store overflowing with useful and innovative tools and services-from email, blogging, social networking, and instant messaging, to news, financial markets, shopping,...


		

The Art of Problem Solving in Organic ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 1987
For students of advanced organic chemistry, this text develops problem-solving skills using fifty-six challenging, organic chemistry problems covering a wide variety of chemical systems. Concentrates on necessary and fundamental concepts in the introductory chapters. Valuable not only as a study guide and source of interesting problems, but also as...
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